The 2013, edition of the...

PATROL LEADER'S SURVIVAL GUIDE
"Some people talk of 'roughing' it in camp. Those people are generally 'tenderfoots'; an old
backwoodsman doesn't rough it; he knows how to look after himself, and to make himself
comfortable by a hundred little dodges."
These words from our founder, Baden-Powell, are part of the reason for this booklet - to give you, as
Patrol Leaders, an idea of how to be an old backwoodsman. You are already part way there with the
knowledge of camp craft that you have built up over the last few years.
We hope that you will take time to read this booklet. We guarantee that you will benefit from it.
This guide deals mostly with summer camp with a read across to weekend camps; there is a
separate section to cover the main differences.

WHY CAMP?
Well, first of all, just think back to when you first joined Scouts; what was one of (if not the main)
reason for joining - yes - camping.
It gives us the chance to get away from it all and learn a lot more about ourselves and our patrol.
Camping is an ideal way to develop your patrol to work as a team under your Leadership. Whilst at
camp there are many opportunities to learn new skills, it is also important to have fun to help you and
your patrol enjoy camp that much more. The camp programme is designed to include as many
activities as possible that combine fun and learning, though some will have more of one than the
other.
Hopefully this booklet will give you the answers to the many questions you can never remember to
ask. It should also help you to run your patrol more efficiently which, in turn, should help you and
them enjoy camp that much more.
Read on ...............

First written by Chris Dawkins and Andy Hobbs
Edited by Alice Dawkins 2013

All the best!

First issued 1993
Second issue 1997
Third issue 1998
(small) Up-dates 1999
Fourth issue 2003
Fifth issue 2013
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Types Of Camps
As a Scout group we have a long tradition of camping, we hold several different camps throughout
the spring and summer each year.
Weekend training camp
Patrol project camp
District Camp
Summer Camp
A lot of the information in this booklet is applicable to all the camps.

Weekend Training Camp
This is your first real challenge. This camp is usually held in the Field. This camp is all about
learning how things are done. As PL’s it’s the first time you will be in charge of putting up your tent
and shelter, lighting and cooking on wood fires, and looking after the rest of the patrol. For the
younger scouts it will be the first time they have seen the tents and shelters, Lit and cooked on wood
fires, and for some the first night away from home. As the PL it is your responsibility to look after
your patrol, but don’t worry, as Scouters it is our responsibility to look after you.
To get the most out of this camp you must have a ‘full’ go at setting up your entire patrol site.

Patrol Project Camp
This is a weekend camp where you and your petrol get to also build a pioneering project on the
Saturday. More details at the end of this

District Camp
This camp is run by the district and is usually a much bigger camp than ours; there is usually less
setting up and more activities to do. As we pitch the tents on the troop night before hand. Apart from
how to pitch tents, this booklet doesn’t cover these camps. Separate details will be given.

Summer Camp
This is the big one! All the planning and training throughout the year is designed to make this camp
more successful. You will bring a lot of experience from the other camps into summer camp.

PL’s Pre Camp Checklist
Before you go to camp check you have, or have done, the following;
 Check your patrol tents and shelter, check the number of pegs, guys, poles. Do not assume it is
complete
 Check the patrol box. – Is everything there, clean and in working order?
 Plan your patrol site. See gadget building guide.
 Understand any Competition day homework items. *
 A good supply of patrol rubbers (cut-up bicycle inner tubes).
 PL to have 1.5 metre staff with a small patrol or personal pennant.
 Patrol gadget wood must be properly bundled. Cut in into the five standard lengths
 Patrol notice board with rotas, menu, jobs, etc.
 Patrol to be fully conversant with staff jobs. *
 Patrol all understand the whistle signals.
 Check the menu - do you know how to cook everything?
 Read and bring this booklet with you. Look after it, keep it dry and refer to it.
 Appoint the patrol QM.
 Advise the patrol where everything is.
* Not applicable for Weekend camps.
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The Start Of Summer Camp
To help the start of camp run smoothly everyone should do the following:
Eat your packed lunch on the bus so we can all start working straight away (depends whether you
are allowed)
As soon as you arrive…
 Put all your personal kit at your patrol site
 Get changed into camp kit
 Help empty the van and lorry
 Collect your tent, shelter, poles and the ground sheet and using the whole patrol put the tent and
shelter up. Do not worry about collecting anything else. If it is wet put your personal kit under
the ground sheet
 Return the tent bags to the Leaders - Dry and folded up with the patrol colour visible.
 Then and only then collect the rest of the patrol equipment (Patrol box, table, benches,
Barbecue, two legs, and a grids
 Do not collect empty water containers! What use is an empty one?
Don’t rummage through your box. Completely un-pack it and place all the contents along the side of
the shelter so you can see what you have and so no one can step backwards onto something left in
the middle of the site.

All the other equipment you use in assembling your site MUST be returned to the equipment store
after use. i.e. sledge hammers, spades, pick axes, additional mallets (you should have about three).
Collect gadget and fire wood as a patrol
Start to build the gadgets as per the requirements for the first inspection
Do not tip your rubbers all over the ground, keep them in a container
Try to pair experienced with inexperienced Scouts.
Show your younger Scouts how to do the jobs, make gadgets, collect fire wood, cook, wash-up Don’t expect them to know how to do all these things on their first camp.
Be prepared to allow someone to help dig the bogs preferably the APL or the No 1
During the first 48 hours of summer camp everyone is very busy, therefore only the PL may come to
the equipment store for the following: Left handed mallets
Glass mallets
Blue steam
Long weights
Sky hooks
Elbow grease
Buckets of sparks
etc.
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Canvas
All camps use the tents and shelters. You need to know how to look after the canvas. Apart from the
Scouts in your patrol, the canvas is one of the most important items you have to look after.
 Never walk, kneel or put any weight on the canvas when it is on the ground.
 During the day keep the ground sheet folded back over the personal kit.
 For a really neat appearance, line up the pegs parallel to the tent wall and have the runners all
facing the same way round the tent.
 Never play in the tents, or run around them
 Return the tent & shelter bags to the store tent with your patrol colour visible and the peg bag
and rubbers rolled up inside.

Patrol Tent
The tent consists of:  One main piece of canvas. With the guy ropes attached.
 Total of seven poles. Three poles that make up the ridge, and four poles that make up the two
upright poles.
 At least three rubbers for the poles.
 2 long storm guys
 4 Storm pegs (38 cm), 12 Guy pegs (30 cm), and 16 Fly pegs (23 cm).
 A mallet

Pitching the tent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Lay out the ground sheet where you want the tent to go.
Knock in 4 guy pegs about 1½ meters out from each corner of the ground sheet.
Open the tent on the ground, lay the poles in position put the spike through the ridgepole and the
tent, close the tent in half.
Place the storm guy dollies onto the spikes (as you can't reach the top of the tent when it is up).
Raise the tent by the poles and position it over the ground sheet.
Put the storm guys over the pegs already in the ground, the tent will now stand, but take care in
windy days.
Lace up both doors and peg the bottom by the pole.
Using four people, one on each corner pull the four brailing corner points out tight and square.
Put in these four pegs, they should be just off the edge of the ground sheet.
Put in all the other brailing pegs where the wall is lying next to the ground sheet.
Do not pull the wall out. It should be square.
Peg out the four corner guys. These line up with the centre of the ridge (if the tent wall wasn't
there it would also line up with the other corner guy).
Peg out all the other guys. These line up with the seams running down the tent.
Storm lash the tent by extending and crossing over the storm guys, and repositioning the pegs
between two of the side guy pegs. - make sure that the guys do not touch and that the guy is not
twisted or rapped around the dolly.
Open and peg out both doors at one end of the tent.
Corner guy in line with the
centre of the tent ridge (roof).

Guy in line with the
seams in the tent
A straight line
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If the wall of the tent is sagging then the side guys are too close to the tent wall. If the wall of the tent
won't reach the ground (stretched on the pegs) then the side guys are too far away from the tent wall.
See diagram below. For a really neat appearance, all the pegs on each side of the tent should be in
a straight line, parallel to the wall of the tent, and the runners facing the same way round the tent.

Wall

Wall

Wall

Straight and just touching
the ground

Not touching
the ground

Not straight and touching
the ground

Just right

Too close

Too far out

The patrol tent is only used for sleeping in. If it is raining during the day use the shelter. If a Scout
feels unwell they must report to the first aider and not rest in the tent.
Fold over the bottom quarter of the ground sheet so no one walks on it.
KEEP OUT OF THE TENT DURING THE DAY.

Packing the tent
See diagram on page 7
1 Fully open the canvas on the ground, with the inside upwards.
2 Fold in the doors then walls so that just the roof is left.
3 Fold the tent in half, folding along the ridge.
4 Fold the tent length-ways into sections the same width as the bag, starting by folding the guys in
first.
5 Fold the tent on the seams this should be the length of the bag.
6 Scrape the pegs. Put the pegs (in their bag), a mallet and the guys in the middle of the last fold.
7 Put the bag over the tent and roll the tent and bag over, lace up the bag - do not pull the centre
lacing tight, the tent should remain flat.
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Folding up the tent
Fold the tent in 4
lengthways

Lay the tent out
Fold in the guys first

The fold over the ridge
to meet the guys

Fold in all 4 doors

Fold in half, hiding the guys

Fold the tent on the seams,
to fit the bag

Fold in both walls
Place the pegs, mallet & storm guys
on the tent. Fold the tent in half and
place in bag
Then fold the canvas
in half along the ridge
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Patrol Shelter

Take great care of the spikes in the poles
Always keep the two upright poles parallel to each other, because there is no movement in the ridge
pole the spike will be the bit that breaks.
The shelter consists of: 
One main piece of canvas - The shelter.

One smaller five-sided piece of canvas - The end panel.

The three longest poles - The ridgepoles.

The two middle length poles, with spikes - The tall poles.

The four short poles, with spikes - The short poles.

At least four rubbers for the poles.

4 short guys (1 stripe) and 2 long guys (3 stripes)

12 Guy pegs (30 cm), 19 Fly pegs (23 cm).

A mallet

A blue shelter bag

First of all tie the rubbers from the poles to the tent bag so you can find them at the end of camp
Sort out the guys.
The two long guys have 3 stripes painted on them the 4 shorter guys only have one stripe

Fully open the shelter canvas on the ground.
Note the shelter is made of 3&½ panels of canvas, Try to have the open end at the ½ panel end
This gives more pegs at the open (exposed) end of the shelter
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Lay one ridgepole along the centre and insert the spikes of the tall poles through holes in the
ridgepole into the middle one of the three holes in the shelter ridge. Don't forget to add the top tab of
the end panel in-between the ridgepole and the shelter. Ensure the end panel is the right way round
by checking the brailing loops are the same way round as on the shelter.

Close the canvas in half and place the longest guys (3 stripes) over the spikes
Knock in 4 pegs where you want the shelter to go, raise the shelter by having a Scout on each of the
tall poles and lifting the tall poles together and parallel, attach the guys to the pegs already in the
ground. The spikes will break if the two tall poles are not kept parallel

The shelter will now stand, but take care on windy days
Place one of the remaining ridgepoles onto two of the short poles and offer it up to the shelter, adding
the tab of the end panel in-between the ridgepole and the shelter. Peg out the corner guys.
Repeat for the other side.

Once the shelter is upright and stable the easiest way to line all the guys up is to hang the walls up
over the short poles by the peg loops
This will allow you to see through the shelter for lining up the guys.
The guy is on a pole. It will line up with its own pole and another pole of a different length
The guys line up either:
Diagonally through the shelter - guy, short pole, tall pole, guy. or
Across the short end of the shelter - guy, short pole, tall pole, short pole, guy.
Only re-align one guy at a time.
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Insert the corner pegs in the end panel and pull the canvas tight put remaining pegs parallel to the
poles along the end panel.

Keeping the walls parallel put in the remaining pegs.
In the corner where the shelter and end panel meet only one peg is required for both brailing loops.

Lace up the end panel in four separate sections.

Place the peg bag inside the tent bag

Roll it up. With the colour stripe showing
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S h elter
C orner gu ys, off the short poles

T all pole

T all pole
Short pole

C en tre gu ys, off th e tall poles
Short pole

T all pole
S hort pole
A ll the gu ys

T all pole

Short pole
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Packing the shelter
End panel
Fully open the end panel on the ground.
Bag length





Fold over the apex, and fold in the two triangle ends to form a rectangle.
Fold this rectangle on its seams (onto three) this should now be just shorter than the length of
the bag.
Fold this into three (the width of the bag).

Shelter
Fully open the canvas on the ground.

Bag width

½ panel

Ridge
seams

Wall




Roof

Roof

Wall

Fold in half along the ridge, and half again along the wall ridge. Fold this in half again (to be the
width of the bag).
Fold on the seams, (about the length of the bag) starting with the fold on the small panel first this
will give you a 'pocket' onto which the pegs, mallet, and guys can go.

The bag
When lacing up the bag - do not pull the centre lacing tight, the shelter (and bag) should remain flat.
Points will be deducted if you lose tent pegs or break the shelter pole spikes.
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The Patrol Site
The patrol site is made up of three main things, the patrol tent, the dining shelter and the area
enclosed by your boundary. Within the patrol site there should be a whole host of gadgets to make
you and your patrol comfortable, and to store the patrol and personal equipment when it is not being
used.
When planning your patrol site think which gadgets go together and how you move between them.
There are several movement triangles:
Table, Billy rack, fire, table.
Chopping area, woodpile, fire.
Table, dresser, racks (Bentley & Billy).
So have the open end of the shelter facing the patrol site
And also the space required for each item
The patrol tent, which is 3.6m x 2.4m plus the guys of about 1.2m.
The patrol shelter, which is 3.6m x 3.6m plus the guys of about 1.5m.
The area enclosed by the boundary needs to be about 6m x 6m.
First impressions count, so have a good ‘front’ to your patrol site. Good boundary, central gate,
flagpole. Other suggestions would be to have the two biggest gadgets - the dresser and the billy rack
along the front.
See gadget building guide for details on what and how to build your gadgets.
Some of the following is basic, and as PL’s you would know most of it by now, but I thought that a
reminder would be useful, and as part of your job as a PL, is to teach your patrol how to camp in the
26th way.
Often the Scouts build each gadget on its own, cutting each piece of wood to suit that gadget. This
means that at the end of camp when the gadgets are dismantled we have a pile of different lengths
bits of wood, which becomes difficult to handle. I have looked at all the gadgets and determined that
you can build all the gadgets with only 5 different lengths of gadget wood
Slats at 36cm
Short crosspieces & legs at 0.5m
Standard crosspieces & legs at 1.0m
Boundary & diagonal bracing 1.5m
Gateway uprights at 2.0m
Two things determined the 36cm slats length: the width of a washing up bowl (dresser & wash stand)
and the width of a post-office sack (storing / transporting).
The standard leg length allows 20cm to be bashed into the ground
The gateway length allows the leaders to enter your site without bashing their heads.
So at the end of camp you should be able to sort out the gadget wood into the 5 sizes, rubber it up
and keep it for the next time.
Scouts, and PLs often ask, “Why don’t we just keep the assembled gadgets?”
You will never learn how to build them
Assembled gadgets take up a lot of space
Assembled gadgets don’t pack easily into the van
There will be no flair and personal design in your patrols gadgets
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Inspections
If there is one thing that makes Scouts groan more than anything else does it has got to be
inspections.
But, if you think about it, what would your site be like without them? Would you take the time to put
gadgets in their right place and finish them off neatly? Would you do the washing up properly? More
to the point would your patrol!!!
Inspection ensures that we, as Scouters, see all of you at least once a day. It is important that your
sites are up to the standard required for you and your patrol to have a comfortable, safe, and
enjoyable camp. We are not trying to catch you out.
Inspection is usually carried out starting with the patrol that falls in first, and then working around the
site. Note that points will be deducted for falling in late - see the point’s section.

Standard Inspection
Inspection is at 09:00 every morning and is usually carried out by three people each inspecting
different things. A total of 30 points are available for most inspections.
Inspection is indicated as follows: One long whistle at 08:50 (ten minutes to go).
One long whistle at 08:55 (five minutes to go).
One long whistle at 09:00. This is when the patrol should fall in by their flagpole and stay there.
Once the Scouters arrive in front of the patrol the PL calls the patrol to attention and only he/she
salutes the Scouters, and then stands the patrol at ‘ease’.
During the inspection the PL will accompany the Scouters around the site. The APL will also
accompany the Scouters around the site when asked. The rest of the patrol remains by their
flagpole, in line, quiet, and at 'ease'. Depending on the programme the way we inspect may be
changed. It may well be carried out while the patrol is doing an activity. It may be carried out with
just the PL. But the same standards are expected!

First Inspection Of Camp
The difference between setting up at weekend camp and summer camp is that you have more time in
the summer. You will arrive at summer camp after lunch on the Saturday and the first inspection is at
2pm on Sunday. So you have approximately an extra six hours. - So you could have as much done
by Saturday night as you managed by the first inspection on weekend camp!
The following three things will be inspected
1
The patrol's personal hygiene and the washing up – Points available 10
2
The pitching of the patrol tent and shelter and the state of the inside of the tent – Points
available 55
3
The standard of the following gadgets – Points available 45
Bentley phone
Billy rack
Boundary
Chopping area
Cook table
Dresser
Fire
Fire buckets
Frying pan rack
Patrol box
Wet pit
Wood pile
Note When these gadgets are finished carry on with tomorrow's list as there is not another "slot" in
the camp programme for setting up your patrol site. You may have to use your free time. If you are
unsure about the standard of a gadget, the way the tent and shelter are pitched Ask before
inspection - We are not trying to catch you out!
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Second Inspection Of Camp
Make note of what was said at the first inspection and make the necessary changes. Forget at your
peril!
The following things will be inspected
1
The changes and improvements required from the first inspection – Points available are out of
the “un-used” points from the first inspection
2
The patrol's personal hygiene and the washing up – Points available 10
The corrections to the pitching of the patrol tent and shelter and the state of the inside of the
tent – Points available 10
The standard of the remaining gadgets – Points available 25
Blanket line*
Flagpole
Gateway
Mallet rack
Mug tree
Oven *
Phone stand *
Saw rack
Shelter line
Shoe rack
Wash stand
* not required for weekend camp

Final Inspection
The final inspection is probably the most important inspection of the camp. The farmer will use the
field after we have left and as a Scout troop we want to come back to camp there again. - The
whole site must be left as we found it.
On your patrol site pay particular attention to:  All the wooden chipping's have been cleared up
 There is no rubbish left
 Rubbers
 Tent pegs
 The surrounding area
 Any temporary gaps in the hedge or fence have been repaired
 Trampled grass and pathways are acceptable..
Points available are as follows: 10 points per patrol Leader (no points for the PL whose site is being inspected)
10 points for the Scout Leader.
ALL the equipment is required at the back of van (personal, patrol and troop) an hour before we are
due to leave. Minus points will be deducted for equipment that is returned late.
You will require lots of hot water to clean everything at the end of camp.
Do not have 'burn-ups' with the left over wood.
Have a session when all the patrol are packing up their personal kit.
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How To Plan Your Morning To Win Inspection
6:45

8:00
8:20

8:40
9:00

Get up and do PE.
Return to your patrol site and light the fire. Fill the kettle and put it on the fire. Do not wait for
the breakfast rations before lighting your fire.
Get the smaller Scouts to sort out their personal kit and then stay out of the tent.
Get the APL and a younger Scout to do the cooking. You can look after all the other items on
the patrol site. See the list below.
Eat breakfast, signalled by flag break. There is no harm in eating breakfast a little early. As
soon as everything is served up for breakfast stoke up the fire and return the kettle to the fire.
After breakfast the PL should do the washing up in the HOT water. This not only sets a good
example (washing the worst meal) it also checks that it is done properly and it puts you in a
good place to see what everyone else is doing on the patrol site and what other jobs still need
to be done.
Patrol to have a wash, and clean their teeth.
Fall in by the patrol flagpole for inspection.

Between getting up and inspection check that the following are completed:  Anything mentioned at the last inspection has been completed
 All the unused / unopened food is returned to the food store
 Chopping sheet has been cleaned
 Recycling has been taken to the store
 The rations box has been returned
 Cooks table is clean
 Fire buckets are full of clean water
 Everything is clean and on its gadget
 Good supply of cut and sorted fire wood
 Personal kit in the tent is tidy
 Scouts have washed
 Table is clean
 Patrol box is tidy
 Water containers are full
 Wet pit filter has been changed and the other one burnt.
 Weather permitting the tent is on the guys
 Rubbish bin/sack has been emptied / changed
There are many other items to pay attention to, it's important to keep all your patrol active and doing
something useful before inspection. If every patrol follows the points above then the most successful
patrol will be the patrol that has done everything that little bit better.

Duty Patrol Jobs
6:45 am
8:00 am
9:30 am

10:00 am
8:00 pm

PL (if he wishes) can come and blow the camp horn.
Break the flag.
A Scout to report to the food QM and another to the stores after inspection to see if
any jobs need to be done.
PL to check all the bogs, Make any necessary adjustments to the screens, Refill the
toilet paper, and change the disinfectant.
Write a short prayer for rally.
Flag down
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At Night
Before going to bed check the following:  All your patrol change out of the clothes you were wearing during the day – they smell!
 Some Fire wood is cut, sorted and covered
 The fire buckets are full of clean water and in place
 Kindling is covered in the shelter
 Nothing is touching the canvas in either tent or shelter
 Patrol box is closed - with all food inside


Patrol site is clean and tidy




Sod cloths are tucked under the ground sheet
One of the tent doors in pegged open, to allow the tent to air during the night

Points
Plus Points
Patrol project camp
First inspection
Second inspection
Standard inspections
Final inspection
PE
Competition day
PL’s Lunch
Bonus points
Total

Points
60
65
45
180
60
16
150
50

Notes
10 + 10 + 45
10 + 10 + 25
30 points per inspection
10 points per inspecting PL plus the SL
2 points per time

At Scouter discretion
581

Minus points
Failure to break the flag
Losing the lanyards
Non returned food item found in patrol box
Non Scout like behaviour
Lost pegs
Broken shelter spikes
Lateness – The first 5 minutes
Lateness – Every 2 minutes thereafter
Failing to put your patrol pennant on the
main flag pole having won inspection

Points
1
2
½
1
1
3
1

Notes

Per item
At Scouter discretion
Per peg
Per spike
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What To Do When It Rains
Carry on!
Do not expect any changes to the programme or menu, we do not have a “wet weather” programme
Check that nothing is touching any of the canvas
Get the patrol to put on their waterproofs and put yours on
Keep the patrol out of the tent - Use the shelter
Keep the fire going, and the firewood dry
Put on lightweight daps
When it keeps raining everyone starts to slow down. It is your job as PL to motivate your patrol, keep
an eye on them, see that they are dry and warm and they have something to do and just remember it
can't rain all day!!
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Some General Notes
As PL, be seen to do some of the “nasty” jobs.
The APL is in charge of the canvas.
Cover the outside of the billys sparingly with washing-up liquid before placing them on the fire, this
makes them much easier to clean afterwards.
Soak the porridge dixie in cold water to remove the porridge (followed by normal washing in hot
soapy water)
Cook scrambled egg in a frying pan - you have more control to stop it burning.
At the beginning of camp the patrols furthest away from the lorry/gate have use of the trek carts first
Any member of the patrol may answer the phone but only the PL or APL may phone out, except in an
emergency.
Maximum of two water containers per patrol. Return the trolleys as they are not patrol equipment.
When cooking use one grid on the barbecue so you have space to tend the fire
Keep the bottom (blackened) part of the billys and frying pans off the bottom of the washing up bowl.
Broken tent pegs must be returned to get replacements
If you don’t make a mess in the first place you won’t have to waste time clearing it up.

Standard camp kit
The following is a list of personal item every scout will need to bring to camp
Warm coat
Waterproof and wind proof coat
Warm Sweaters,
Tee-shirts
Jumpers & Sweatshirts
Underwear
Shorts or cut-offs
Pyjamas
Sleeping bag
Karrimat and or spare blanket to sleep on
Blanket (for campfire)
Canvas daps
Coat hanger (for your uniform)
Walking boots/shoes and walking socks
Wash kit
Towels (1 big, 1 small)
Swimming costume
Eating kit: 2 plates, bowl, knife, fork, spoon, cup
Several old tea towels
Torch & spare battery
Small penknife
Home made cake
Additional items the PL might wish to take
 Radio
 Alarm clock
 Extra eating kit
 Newspaper (to light the fire)
 Lighter
 Pens and paper
 This guide
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Patrol Kit
There are eight sets of patrol kit, each marked by a colour code and are assigned to a patrol
Colour code
Black
Green
Orange
Pink

Patrol
Eagles
Foxes
Merlins
Buffaloes/Cobras

Colour code
Purple
Red
White
Yellow

Patrol
Stags
Owls/Peewits
Bulldogs
Falcons

The Patrol Box Contains
Pots and pans
2 Dixes
1 Large billie
1 Medium billie
1 Small billie
2 Frying pans
2 Baking Tray

Tableware
1
Tea pot
2
Sets of cutlery
1
Patrol mug
2
Patrol plates
1
Patrol bowl
1
Sugar container

Cooking
2 Mixing bowls
1 Measuring jug
2 Chopping boards
1 Colander

Cleaning
2 Washing up Bowls
3 Fire buckets
1 Blanket line
20 Clothes pegs
1 Washing-up liquid

Cutting
1 Bow Saw
2 Junior hacksaws
1 Loppers
2 Chopping sheet

General
1
1
1
2

Padlock
Shelf
Tray (Sliver)
Patrol Flags
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Utensils
2 Fish slices
2 Spoons with holes
2 Solid spoons
1 Pasta spoon
1 Ladle
1 Wooden spatula
2 Wooden spoons
1 Tongs
1 Potato masher
1 Potato Peeler
1 Tin opener
2 Sharp knifes
1 Cutlery pot

Packing the patrol box
When packing the patrol box ensure that...
Everything is dry (this includes the buckets
and washing up bowls)
Sugar containers are empty (clean and dry)
No damp tea towels or other cleaning cloths
Rubbers should be on a bag, not inside a billy
Only once everything is clean, dry and
checked-off should the patrol box be packed
The lid must shut without touching anything
The art to packing the box is all about packing
the smaller things inside the bigger ones

The Content of fire bucket. Put the nest of
billies into one of the dixes and place that into
the dry fire buckets. Put the lids inside each
other and place them on top, but open
The Content of washing up bowls, Dixie,
Colander, Cup Plates, Oven glove, Blanket
line, Sugar container.
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Utensils inside their pot, rubbers in a bag

Place saws behind the shelf

The packed box

When packing the box ensure everything is clean, dry and nothing is stopping the lid from fully
closing.
There is a signed 'Patrol box check list' inside the box. This proves what was in the box before camp
and to make sure it is still there afterwards
You are responsible for a lot of expensive equipment
Patrol tent
£500:00
Patrol Shelter
£400:00
Patrol box
£300:00
TOTAL
£1200:00
Patrol equipment that is not marked
The barbecues, legs and grids, table and benches & water containers
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Meals
Check the menu before you go to camp and make sure you know how to cook everything, including
how long things take to cook all the way through.
The first thing to do is light the fire and get the big kettle on, you need a lot of hot water and every bit
of heat from the fire should be used when you are not cooking.
WASH YOUR HANDS - Cook the meal
Just before the meal is ready collect the Scouter who is eating with you. The rotation of ‘eating’
Scouters is clockwise around the field.
Before everyone sits down stoke up the fire and return the big kettle to the fire.
Usually there are no points available for the meals. But good quality meals are much better to eat
and when it is on time you will have plenty of time to properly clear up and may be some free time.
After the meal have two Scouts washing up, two Scouts drying up and one Scout putting away. i.e.
use the whole patrol until the job is finished and keep them on the patrol site.
Return all the unused food to the store, this means everything not on the list in the Patrol QM section,
and includes open tins.
You may wonder why the Scouters eat with the patrols, well we like it, it gives us a chance so see all
of you, get to know you, ensure the food is cooked and you actually eat it. That is why meals are
eaten with the whole patrol seated around the table.

Rotas
For the repetitive jobs at camp it can be useful to have a rota to make sure everyone gets a go. It is
important to stick to the rota all the time.
When sorting out the rota it is important that everyone has a job to do at the same time, and nobody
has free time until everyone has finished. As we said in the 'How to win inspection' section the PL
should do the washing up for breakfast.
The patrol has two bowls therefore you can have two people washing up at a time.
A typical rota for a patrol of seven is below
Patrol rota
Job
1 Washer 1 (Plates & cutlery)
2 Putting away & clearing up
3 Drying up 1
4 Washer 2 (Pots & pans)
5 Cutting & sorting fire wood
6 Filling water containers
7 Drying up 2

Day 1
Breakfast
PL
APL
1
2
3
4
5

Lunch
5
PL
APL
1
2
3
4

Tea
4
5
PL
APL
1
2
3

Day 2
Breakfast
3
4
5
PL
APL
1
2

lunch
2
3
4
5
PL
APL
1

Tea
1
2
3
4
5
PL
APL

You will have to adjust the number of jobs on the rota to suit the number of Scouts in your patrol.
See the list of jobs in the ‘how to win inspection’ for additional jobs. We suggest that collecting
firewood is done as a patrol and not on a rota.
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Patrol Q.M.
There is a lot more to the job of patrol QM than just collecting the rations for each meal, therefore
give the job to a second year Scout. The job includes
Checking the menu to see what needs to be collected
Passing on detailed cooking instructions
Checking the patrol box for the following, and if required asking for more
Bread / Butter / Margarine / Jam / Marmalade
Tea / Coffee / Sugar / Milk
Cooking oil
Tom ketchup and other dressings
Washing up liquid, brillos, etc.
Squash

Do not start the new one until
the old one is finished

If there are lots of items to collect send two Scouts.

First Aid
All cuts and grazes MUST be reported to the first aider at once. If any Scout in you patrol is feeling
un-well they should see the first aider. Scouts must not “just rest” in the patrol tent.
The first aid tent will be “open” as a clinic (for changing of dressings, routine things and dispensing of
prescribed medicines) as follows: 7:30am to 8:00am (before breakfast)
7:30pm to 8:00pm (before flag)
Note this is for routine things, revisits, etc. All new injuries must be reported to the first aider
immediately.
Remember - Burns should be cooled by placing into the cold clean water in the fire bucket, and kept
there for at least ten minutes. Call the first aider down to your site.

Notes on some of the days at summer camp
Competition day
This is one of the most important days in camp. The fifty or so tasks are designed to test the Patrol
Leader’s ability to lead, organise, and plan the day with the patrol.
Planning: use of all the patrol and the time available. This is very important.
You have about 10 hours multiplied by 6 Scouts – total of 60 hours or 3600 minutes. If there are 360
points available then each point should take 10 minutes of someone’s time. I.e. if an item has 4
points you should have a Scout spend 40 minutes or two Scout 20 minutes, and so on. This time is
the total time to set up, do the item, get it judged and clear up!
You cannot afford to waste time having scouts collecting firewood, filling water containers etc. so
make sure this is complete the day before.
Plan the day, who is going to do what items, when they are going to do them and how long they can
afford to spend on each item, don’t forget to have the PL or APL available to introduce the Scout to
the judge.
There are 2 very important points available for passing tests. As PL you could teach a younger
Scout the item and then they could be marked, and passed.
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Sportsman-like interpretation of the requirements is allowed but cheating is not. If you are not sure of
the full intent or requirement of an item then ask the judge before attempting it.
The final bit of advice is Try everything to the best of your abilities.

PLs Lunch Menu
This is an opportunity for you so show off your cooking skills by producing a balanced meal within a
budget, of two or three courses, cooked on a wood fire (or camp oven)
There are 50 points available towards the camp pennant and things that will be looked at are
The meal itself, taste, texture, and style.
What ingredients are used (fresh or packet items)
How the meal is presented - individual settings or a whole dish
Is it ready on time?
Are you within budget?
How balanced is the meal
The budget is a set amount per person in your patrol plus a Scouter
Food items available from the camp food store for the PLs lunch menu are Bread, butter, cooking oil,
an egg, flour, sugar, and must be collected upon your return from shopping. If you bring any
ingredients with you (from home) they must be declared and their cost included in the budget

Hikes
Three types of hike take place during the summer camp
The trek cart hike is for the first timers. On this hike two senior patrol leaders supervise the Scouts
as they pull the trek cart with all their kit on, for about 10 Km.
The Patrol Leaders hike is for the Patrol Leaders and can either be a dump hike back to camp, a
circular route or a cycle ride.
The Light Hike is for the third years. You hike to a campsite where all your stuff has been delivered.
You don’t need to carry anything other than a waterproof and a drink.

Spare Time Activities
There are several things set up at summer camp that are for ‘general’ use, but this must be only
when the whole patrol have finished any jobs. Do not leave one scout behind to finish the washing
up when you all go off to play.
This includes things like the Volley Ball, Croquet, Swing ball, kicking a football
Other things that are set up are to only be used when being supervised.
This includes the Aerial Runway, the slide, the dam/lake

The End Of Camp
When we return from camp the lorry will have to be unloaded into the hall, and as PLs you will be
required to take an active part with this.
The camp is not complete until all the equipment has been cleaned, repaired, painted, signed for,
and put away. This takes place on the Saturday afternoon after summer camp, starting at 1 o’clock
and every Scout should be there to help. We are often all tired after ten days away, but it is essential
that as PLs you continue to run your patrol to get all the jobs done, not just your patrol equipment but
everything we have used on Summer Camp. You will also need bring along several clean tea towels.
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Fish And Chip Supper
The fish and chip supper is at Northcote on the Saturday after summer camp starting at 7:00 pm and
everyone is welcome. All the scouts who were at summer camp get “free” fish and chips. Everyone
else (Mum, Dad, brothers & sisters) should order their fish and chips before camp. Please wear your
camp tee shirt to the fish and chip supper.
After we have eaten, the plaques and camp pennant will be awarded.
If, when sorting out your personal kit at home, you find something that is not yours, please bring it up
to the fish and chip supper where there will be a lost and found table.

Notes Applicable To Weekend Camp
Friday evening
Arrive in camp kit – Uniform is not required
Arrive having eaten your tea
Put personal kit at the location of your patrol site
Help empty the van
Collect your tent, shelter, the poles and the ground sheet and using the whole patrol put the tent and
shelter up. Do not worry about collecting anything else. If it is wet put your personal kit under the
ground sheet
Return the tent bags to the Leaders - Dry and folded up with the patrol name visible.
Then collect the rest of the patrol equipment (Patrol box, table, benches). Also collect a Barbecue,
two legs, & a grid
Do not collect empty water containers
Don't rummage through your box. Completely un-pack it and place all the contents along the side of
the shelter so you can see what you have and so no one can step back onto something left in the
middle of the site.
As a suggestion by bedtime you should have done the following:  Tent and shelter up
 Fire wood for the morning - cut and sorted
 Started some other gadgets
 Have all the patrol equipment un-packed and placed along the side of the shelter
 Fire Buckets full and in place
 Table and benches in the shelter

Saturday morning
There is no PE or camp horn on the first morning.
Inspection will be at 2pm so you have about 7 hours left to finish building your site.
Get up and sort out the personal kit. Fold over the ground sheet and leave the tent tidy.
Get your APL to ask a Scouter to check the tent and shelter and make all the changes that are
suggested.
Build the gadgets as best you can first time. A few well-built gadgets are better than all the gadgets
badly built!
At weekend camp there is no need to build a phone stand, oven or the blanket line.
Keep things tidy - do ALL the cutting, trimming & 'pointing/sharpening' on the chopping sheet. Use a
saw not an axe whenever possible as it is more controlled, easier and there is less mess
After lunch start getting ready for inspection

Sunday morning
Sunday morning is intended to be like a normal morning as summer camp so see the section “how to
plan your morning to win inspection”
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Sunday afternoon
The final Inspection will be at 3:00pm. See the final inspection section
The patrol box is required clean, checked and packed at the van by 2pm
All the rest of the equipment must be at the van as soon after 2pm as possible.
You will require lots of hot water to clear everything at the end of camp
Do not have 'burn-ups' with the left over wood.
Have a time when all the patrol are packing up their personal kit together. This way you can sort out
who’s kit is who’s
The whole point of weekend camps is to learn so ASK if you are unsure.
For all of Saturday morning the Scouters will be willing to help

Notes Applicable To Patrol Project Camp
This camp gives the patrol the opportunity to show their ability to act on their own while the patrol
undertakes a project such as pioneering, bivouacking, or conservation work. The project is the Patrol
Leader’s decision after consultation with the patrol. There are 60 points available towards the camp
pennant as follows
10
Planning of the project
25
Execution of the project
10
Adhesion to the camp menu
6
Use of patrol over the two days
3
Suitability and Use of site for the project
5
How the patrol tent is pitched and the general tidiness of the site
2
Anything else
Before the camp you will need to check all the equipment your patrol require is available and packed
into the van on the Thursday night, this should include
All equipment required for the project – liaise with the equipment QM
Patrol tent, poles, ground sheet (not applicable if building bivouac)
Patrol shelter, and poles
Patrol barbecue two legs and one grid
Patrol box.
Judging of the patrol project will take place on the Sunday about lunchtime. After the project has
been judged it should be dismantled and all the equipment returned to the van.
Planning of the project is very important. Plans of your project, the equipment you will need, what
your patrol are going to do, all need to be given to the Scouters two weeks before the camp.
The Scouters will be camping in a corner of the field, just in case you need us. But you will be left as
a patrol to complete your project.

PL’s notes
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Whistle Signals

Morse
X
B
G
A
L
F
M
O
Q
P
S
W

What for
Buffaloes
Bulldogs
Cobras
Eagles
Falcons
Foxes
Merlins
Owls
Otters
Peewits
Stags
Wolves

What to do
The whole buffalo patrol is required
The whole bulldog patrol is required
The whole cobra patrol is required
The whole eagle patrol is required
The whole falcon patrol is required
The whole fox patrol is required
The whole merlin patrol is required
The whole owl patrol is required
The whole otter patrol is required
The whole peewit patrol is required
The whole stag patrol is required
The whole wolf patrol is required

V
R
C
SV
‐
‐

PL's
Rations
Tuckshop
SPL's
Rally
Alarm

‐
‐

Flag
Salute
Dismiss

The PL’s are required
Patrol QM to collect the food rations
Followed by the patrol signal
SPLs report to the Scouters
Everyone falls in at the flag pole
Patrol fall in outside their site & the
PL reports to the Scout Leader
Stand at attention and face the flag pole
At flag break salute the flag
At flag down dismiss

This has been a Dawkins Hobbs production
for the 26th Bristol (North Cote) Scout troop
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